
Pre-readers
Enjoy these winter-themed titles

After the Snowfall
by Rich Lo
Picture Book. A beautifully illustrated
book that introduces children to the
wonder of nature in winter.

Bear Snores On
by Karma Wilson
Picture Book. As the other animals of the
wood stop by to throw a little party to
warm up in Bear's cave, the guests notice
that their unexpected host will sleep
through it all.

Bunny Slopes
by Claudia Rueda
Picture Book. A fun story featuring a little
bunny on skis invites children to "help"
Bunny make his whimsical journey down
the slope and avoid obstacles by shaking,
tilting, and turning the book.

How To Catch a Snowman
by Adam Wallace
Picture Book. A very clever snowman
eludes the traps of the group of children
who built him as a contest entry, while
gathering items for a surprise.

Is This . . . Winter?
by Helen Yoon
Picture Book. While romping in the snow, an
energetic little puppy is taken aback by the
winter weirdness of encountering deer, tiny
lights, and inflatable snowmen.
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Little Snowflake
by Suzanne Fossey
Toddler Book. This beautifully illustrated
padded board book story introduces young
readers to how snowflakes form and what
happens when they fall to the ground.

No Two Alike
by Keith Baker
Picture Book. Follows the explorations of a pair
of curious birds who, on a snowy day, observe
how everything in their world is unique, from
the leaves on the trees to their forest
friends.

Snowmen at Night
by Caralyn Buehner
Picture Book. After nighttime falls and
everyone is asleep in their beds, a group of
fun-loving snowmen jump into action and have
their own bit of fun while no one is around
to see.

Squirrels on Skis
by J. Hamilton Ray
Easy Book. Designed in the style of a classic
read-aloud, a lighthearted tale follows the
efforts of intrepid reporter Sally Sue Breeze to
stop a band of wacky skiing squirrels before
pest-control worker Stanley Powers sucks them
up in his vacuum device.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar's First
Winter
by Eric Carle
Toddler Book. Explore everything winter has to
offer, including snowy days full of play, the
sounds of birds chirping atop a snowman, the
smell of cookies fresh from the oven, and so
much more.

Winter Dance
by Marion Dane Bauer
Picture Book. A fox wonders how he should
prepare for the coming winter, but what other
animals advise will not work for him until
another fox comes to his aid.

Winter is Here
by Kevin Henkes
Picture Book. Combines simple, poetic text and
seasonally inspired artwork in a celebration of
winter's sights, sounds, and smells.
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